
Obstacles Odelia Chan - From
Tragedy to Triumph: The Incredible
Story of One Fearless Athlete
If there's one person who epitomizes determination, perseverance, and the ability

to overcome hurdles, it's Odelia Chan. This incredible athlete has faced countless

obstacles throughout her life, but she has never let anything hold her back. From

a tragic accident that turned her world upside down to becoming an inspiration for

millions, Odelia's journey is nothing short of extraordinary.

A Fateful Accident

Several years ago, Odelia was involved in a life-altering accident that left her

paralyzed from the waist down. Many would have given up on their dreams after

such a tragedy, but not Odelia. With sheer determination and an unwavering

spirit, she refused to let her disability define her.

Discovering a New Path

During her rehabilitation process, Odelia stumbled upon adaptive sports. She

quickly fell in love with wheelchair racing and knew she had found her new

calling. With her competitive spirit reignited, Odelia began training tirelessly to

become the best in her sport.
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Overcoming Challenges

Like any journey, Odelia's path to success was filled with obstacles that seemed

insurmountable. From adapting to her new lifestyle to battling self-doubt, she

faced numerous challenges along the way. However, Odelia never backed down.

With each setback, she found the strength to push forward and surpass her own

limitations.

Redefining Possibilities

Odelia's determination and unwavering spirit began to pay off. She started

participating in local races, and it didn't take long for her to make a name for

herself in the adaptive sports community. Through her incredible performances,

she shattered stereotypes and showed the world that having a disability does not

mean being limited in any way.

Becoming a Role Model

Odelia's success in wheelchair racing not only inspired other individuals with

disabilities but also captivated the attention of the entire sports world. Her story of

resilience and triumph has been featured in numerous media outlets, making her

a role model for people of all abilities.
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Championing Inclusion

Beyond her athletic achievements, Odelia has become an advocate for inclusion

and accessibility in sports. She has worked tirelessly to break down barriers and

ensure that individuals with disabilities have equal opportunities to participate and

excel in sports.

Odelia Chan's journey is a testament to the power of perseverance and the

indomitable human spirit. Her story serves as a constant reminder that obstacles

should never define us but instead ignite a fire within to overcome them. Odelia

continues to inspire millions with her remarkable achievements, becoming a

symbol of resilience, determination, and the limitless nature of the human

potential.
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Leah Jung is passionate about Parkour. A dedicated Christian, she has one

secret, disabling trauma—a fear of one specific move in the sport she calls her

life.
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During her training, she unexpectedly comes face to face with world-class tracuer,

Ethan Simpson. He appears to fall for her and suggests that she train with a

group—an idea that grows into a vision of teaching teens Parkour while bringing

them to the knowledge of the One True God Who loves them. Together with four

friends, Leah brings this dream into reality. But not all is as simple as it seems.

The kids bring with them their own struggles, broken dreams, and past hurts.

Through it all, Team Set Free—Javin, Leah, Vic, Guy, and Shana—stand strong in

the face of opposition, disappointments, and setbacks. The team is determined to

see the teens to the end—to see them transformed by the redeeming power of

Christ. And through God’s overpowering grace and mercy, Team Set Free makes

a lasting difference in the lives of young adults in the community, setting them

free from fears and obstacles through Parkour and the living Word of God.
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